Date: April 28, 2017

Subject: Message from our sponsors

Message from our sponsors

Progress toward UCPath go-live is continuing. April marked the beginning of end-to-end testing, which means that the system is configured and data has been loaded to a test environment so we can test functionality. The data conversion team will continue to make sure the data we have in our existing systems will be accurately reflected in the new system.

In preparation for more formal training, the first of a series of knowledge transfer sessions has been delivered to most who will have access to the new system. Hands-on training modules are under development.

The UCPath initiative will be transformative for the entire UC system and for UCR as a pilot. It’s an enormous project and we are aware that impacts to the campus will be extensive. The project team is collaborating with representatives from across campus, including our shared services leadership, to identify the most beneficial and least disruptive way to bring UCPath and associated Future Operating Model (FOM) to UCR.

With appreciation for her many contributions and hard work, we announce that one of the UCR project sponsors, Vice Chancellor Maria Anguiano, has accepted a new position as chief financial officer at the Minerva Project. We expect to be hearing great things from the Minerva Project. We do not expect to replace her role on the project.

For more information on the FOM|UCPath project, please visit the website fomucpath.ucr.edu or email fomucpath@ucr.edu.